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Introduction 
The Great War started on the 28th July 1914 

when Austria-Hungary declared war on Serbia 

in response to a complex situation including the 

assassination of Arch Duke Franz Ferdinand. The 

war concluded on 11th November 1918, which is 

now known as Armistice Day. More than 9 

million combatants were killed, making this one 

of the deadliest conflicts in history.  

Key Participants 

Allied 
France 
British Empire 
Russia 
Italy 
United States of America 
Serbia 
Montenegro 
Romania 
Japan 
Belgium 
Greece 
Portugal 
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Central 
Germany 
Austria-Hungary 
Ottoman Empire 
Bulgaria 
 

The Cost of War 
It is estimated that the total number of lives lost 

during the Great War was 21,200,000 over 1556 

days. 

 

That’s an average of 13,556 men, women and 

children every day… 

… or 564 per hour … 

… or one life every 7 seconds. 

The 2011 census of Stoke-on-Trent revealed a 

population of 249,000 people, so to put it in 

perspective, the entire population of Stoke-on-

Trent would have died every 18 days.  
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Tracks to the Trenches Timeline 
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Narrow Gauge on the Front Line 
Before 1916, the British military relied on 

horses, lorries and mule trains to supply the 

front line, but with millions of men in the 

trenches, this was not enough. With fuel in 

short supply, the efficiency of railways became 

important, with mainline standard gauge 

railways taking supplies most of the way from 

the French ports towards the front. 

The Rise of Narrow Gauge in the 

Trenches 
Standard gauge can only get supplies so far due 

to the type of terrain, the need to adapt to a 

changing battlefield and the risk of having such 

a large target on the battlefield that would be 

very desirable for the enemy to destroy. For this 

reason, combatants on both sides adopted 

narrow gauge railways. Narrow gauge railways 

have the following advantages: 

 Narrow gauge locomotives and rolling 

stock have lower axle loadings, so can 
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be laid on rougher and less stable 

ground. 

 Complete track panels can be man-

handled into place allowing for rapid 

deployment and adjustments. 

 Narrow gauge locomotives are smaller, 

lower-value targets to the enemy. 

 

Both the French and German forces realised 

these advantages much earlier than the British, 

using narrow-gauge railways from the start of 

the conflict.  

During one week of the conflict, the British Light 

Railway alone transported over 210,000 tonnes 

(about the weight of 300 Jumbo Jets) hauled by 

approximately 2000 locomotives. Food, drinking 

water, ammunition and guns were all 

transported to the front line, with injured 

combatants being brought back via these same 

routes. 
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Decauville Portable Track (Editor’s note: our field railway track 

panels were definitely heavier than this gentleman makes it look!) 

 

Corps Tramways repairing German railroad. Advance East of 
Arras. Sept. 1918 Source: Library and Archives Canada/Canada. 
Dept. of National Defence fonds/PA-003124 
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From Steam to Internal Combustion 
Early narrow gauge locomotives were powered 

by steam. However, steam has its problems, 

since the locomotives are heavy, require large 

amounts of water, take a long time to fire up 

and, crucially, emit smoke and sparks which 

make them easily identified to an enemy. For 

this reason, internal-combustion powered 

narrow gauge locomotives were introduced. 

With no firing up time, lighter weight, and less 

smoke, these were better suited to the tracks of 

the trenches. Eventually, steam was prohibited 

at the front line, as shown in the map on the 

next page. 
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Map of a typical Track to the Trenches 
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The Great War Legacy to Narrow 

Gauge Railways 
When the Great War ended in 1918, the British 

Light Railway had thousands of miles of narrow 

gauge track, and thousands of narrow gauge 

locomotives and their rolling stock. Some of this 

stock hadn’t even seen duty on the front line, 

and much of it was sold as war surplus. Since 

there was so much stock, it was sold cheaply, 

readily bought up for use in industry.  Narrow 

gauge railways were to be found in many 

industries such as construction, mining, glass-

making, peat harvesting and, for the less 

fortunate locomotives, sewage works. 

Here at Apedale, most of our locomotives and 

rolling stock have a history in industry, but 

there are a few special exhibits that can trace 

their history right back to the Great War itself. 

Can you find them on the site this weekend? 
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Feeding the Front Line 
Here is the shell dump… 

 

From the shell dump it is 12 km to this gun…
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If a soldier walks at 6km per hour, how long 

would it take him to walk from the shell dump 

to the gun? 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

 

If a soldier carrying a heavy shell can only walk 

at 4km per hour, how long would it take him to 

walk to the gun? 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

If the soldier works for fifteen hours per day, 

how many shells can he deliver in a day to the 

gun?  

(Clues – remember he has to walk back to the 

shell dump from the gun, and that he walks 

quicker when he isn’t carrying the heavy shell). 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 
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If the gun fired 480 shells in a day, how many 

soldiers are needed to carry shells to the gun? 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

 

Let’s build a railway… 

 

In the picture, you can see four soldiers at work 

building a railway. 

In each hour, they can build 5 metres of railway. 

If they also work for 15 hours a day, how long 

will it take them to build the railway from the 

shell dump to the gun? 
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_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

Seems like a long time? Let’s find some more 

soldiers…. 

 

This lot don’t seem to be doing too much…..If 

we employ all of these instead of our original 

four, and they all work 15 hours per day – how 

long to build the railway? 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 
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That’s better!! 

Once built, the train takes 2 hours to make a 

one-way trip from the dump to the gun – but 

each time, it can carry 100 shells. The train can 

run at any time of day. 

If there is only one train, is it able to keep the 

gun supplied with shells? (Clues – remember – 

the train has to return from the gun back to the 

dump – and the gun needs 480 shells per day). 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 
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Energy Conversion 
Animals and machines work by turning one 

form of energy – fuel or food – into another 

form of energy – Kinetic energy (movement) or 

heat energy or even just light (from a light 

bulb). 

Match the SOURCE of energy by drawing a line 

to the thing which you think would USE that 

source 

 

OK, so we’ve fed them. How much work can we 

get out of them? 

A man can typically produce 100-120 watts. 

That’s three low energy light bulbs kept lit. 
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A horse can generate about 500 watts. Now 

we’re at 12 light bulbs. 

The petrol locomotive is 15kW, which is 370 

bulbs. 

The steam locomotive is 56kW, which is 1400 

bulbs. 

Looks like the steam loco wins hand down! Or 

does it? Now imagine that you are in the muddy 

fields of the First World War.  Which of the 

energy sources would be easier to find? 

You have to move all of these shells to the 

soldiers at the front line. 
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Would you use horses, soldiers, a steam 

locomotive or a petrol locomotive? Why? 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 
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Letters from the Trenches 

 

Letter from Uncle Roland to his niece, Margaret. 
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Letter to Bert, possibly written in a hurry do you 

think? Why could that be? 
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Imagine you are a soldier driving one of the 

small trains in the First World War. Once a 

month you get to write a letter home. What 

would you write in your letter? 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 
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_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 

_______________________________________ 
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Mystery Locomotive 1 (Built 

1916) 

 

Built by: __________________________ 

Number:  __________________________ 

The Great War 1916: Built just a few miles 
away from Apedale for the 
French Military to a Decauville 
design.  

Industry 1930: Stone quarry in France. 

Preservation 1974: Static display outside 
Gloddfa Ganol 
2012: Fully restored and 
delivered to Apedale.  
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Mystery Locomotive 2 (Built 

1918) 

 

 

Built by: __________________________ 

Number: __________________________ 

The Great War 1916: Built in Leeds. 

Industry Obuasi Gold Mine, Ghana 

Preservation 2014: Restored to Immaculate 
Condition and delivered to 
Apedale Valley Light Railway.  
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Mystery Locomotive 3 (Built 

1918) 

 

Built by: __________________________ 

Number: __________________________ 

The Great War 1918: Built in for the War 
Department Light Railway. No 
active service. 

Industry 1921: Knostrop Sewage Works. 

Preservation Restored as a feature on 
Channel 4 Salvage Squad. 
Preseved here at Apedale 
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Mystery Rolling Stock 1 

 

 

Built by: __________________________ 

Number: __________________________ 

The Great War 1917: Used to carry water to 
the front lines. 

Industry Smiths Potato Estates Railway 
in Nocton, Lincolnshire. 

Preservation 2007: Restoration started in by 
the Moseley Railway Trust. 
2013: Winner of Transport 
Trust Award. 
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Making Steam Engines Go 

  

           Coal   Match 

  

     Ancient Forest             Steam 

   

        Boiling Water      Fire 
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To make a steam engine go, we need steam. Fill 

in the blanks to start your locomotive. 

 

 

Millions of years ago, there were 

_______________, which after 

much time and pressure became 

___. If we add a lit _____ to this, 

we make ____. Once we have 

heat, we use this to make 

_____________, which 

generates ____. We use this to 

drive the cylinders on our steam 

locomotives to turn the wheels 

and make them go. 
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More Information 
For more information, please do not hesitate to 

ask any of the volunteers here at the Apedale 

Valley Light Railway. If they don’t know 

themselves, chances are that they know 

someone that does. 

Alternatively, you may find the following links 

useful: 

www.ww1-event.org 

www.avlr.org.uk 

www.mrt.org.uk 

Any further information, please email: 

info@ww1-event.org 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ww1-event.org/
http://www.avlr.org.uk/
http://www.mrt.org.uk/
mailto:info@ww1-event.org
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